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Abstract. Global models of the heliosphere and its interaction with the local interstellar
medium have evolved to fit spacecraft observations since the beginning of their development. It
is now understood that neutral hydrogen plays a very important role in the modification of the
shape and location of the heliopause. Comparisons of simulations to observations have often
led to the need for a more accurate treatment of a particular process. We bring attention to a
long-held assumption that radiation pressure on neutral hydrogen atoms due to Lyman-alpha
absorption and emission falls off with heliocentric distance at the same rate as solar gravitation.
These have generally been combined into a single term. Through our Monte Carlo simulation
of Lyman-alpha radiative transfer in the heliosphere, we show that the radiation pressure 1)
falls off at a slower rate than r−2 and 2) is not isotropic. We find that the radiation pressure
in the upwind direction falls off with heliocentric distance with a power of approximately -1.80
between ∼6 and 75 AU, while the downwind direction falls of with a much slower rate and
more variability over heliocentric distance. We discuss our methods and results as well as the
implications below.

1. Introduction
Partially ionized interstellar gas and dust constitute the bulk of the galactic medium through
which the sun travels and with which the solar wind interacts, resulting in a complex structure
called the heliosphere. The general structure of this interaction is shown in Figure 1. As the
plasma and magnetic field of the local interstellar medium (LISM) comes to a pressure balance
with that of the solar wind at the heliopause, the neutral hydrogen (H) atoms of the LISM
are subject to charge-exchange collisions with plasma and elastic collisions with other H atoms,
but do not interact directly with the magnetic field, and thus are able to penetrate into the
heliosphere to within several AU of the sun. From the time H atoms come into the picture from
the LISM, the charge-exchange collisions with protons create new H atoms with properties of
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the local plasma distribution. This results in a different population of H atoms for each region,
which provides the basis of their separation into components as well as their naming, also shown
in Figure 1. Component 0 refers to the neutral H atoms that come directly from the LISM,
while neutral components 1, 2, and 3 are created in the outer heliosheath, inner heliosheath,
and supersonic solar wind, respectively. We refer the reader to several reviews for a detailed
description of the heliosphere and various physical processes [1, 2, 3, 4].
Global models of the heliosphere have been in development for decades. While the interaction
of the plasma and magnetic field of both the solar wind and the interstellar medium is responsible
for the formation of the heliospheric boundaries, neutral H atoms have been shown to have
a significant effect on its overall structure [5, 6]. Therefore, global models must be able to
incorporate all interactions relevant to neutral H in order to accurately describe their inclusion.
A few of the first models that were able to include neutral H self-consistently were the Monte
Carlo code of Ref. [7] and the series of multi-fluid codes by Refs. [8, 9, 10], where coupling to
the plasma populations was achieved through source and loss terms.
Since the inception of the self-consistent models, the presence of neutral H has been and
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Figure 1. Schematic of the heliosphere showing the
four separate regions: region 0 - the local interstellar
medium (LISM), region 1 - the outer heliosheath (OHS),
region 2 - the inner heliosheath (IHS), and region 3 - the
supersonic solar wind (SW).
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continues to be studied extensively from both kinetic and multi-fluid perspectives. Some studies
with multi-fluid models include, but are certainly not limited to, galactic cosmic ray transport
[11], Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities [12, 13, 14], the coupling of solar wind
and interstellar magnetic fields [15, 16, 17], and solar rotation and activity cycle [18, 19]. While
the incorporation of time-dependent effects are natural for fluid models, the assumption of
being able to treat each population as having a Maxwellian distribution can lead to large
deficiencies in the characterization of kinetic energy of neutral H, especially within regions 2
and 3. Differences between the resulting velocity distributions of each region can be seen in
Ref. [20], which compares the various structural effects on the heliosphere between kinetic and
multi-fluid treatments of 4 neutral H components using the same interstellar parameters.
Further work with kinetic models used κ distributions to describe the velocity distributions
of heliosheath protons with the intention of simulating the production and detection of energetic
neutral atoms (ENAs) [2, 21, 22, 23] that would be detected by NASA’s Interstellar Boundary
Explorer [24]. Shortly after launch, the detection of an unexpected and interesting “ribbon”
feature within the data required the inclusion of secondary ENA production just outside the
heliopause [25], which result from a more complex description of pickup ions in the heliosheath.
Due to the influence of the interstellar magnetic field on these secondary ENAs, this led to
further investigation of the interstellar parameters with a focus on the strength and orientation
of the magnetic field [26, 27] as well as further investigations of pickup ions throughout the
heliosphere [2, 28, 29] and a more recent study of solar cycle effects [30].
While there has been substantial progress in the development of global models for both multifluid and kinetic treatments of neutral H, there is yet another assumption that requires more
attention. Within nearly all works mentioned above, radiation pressure and solar gravitation
have been combined into a single term in the treatment of influential forces on neutral H atoms
as a ratio, µ. Although variation of this parameter has been used to incorporate the timevarying solar flux, radiation pressure has been assumed to fall off with distance as r−2 . We show
here through the simulation of Lyman-alpha radiation in the heliosphere using a 3D Monte
Carlo radiative transfer code [31] that this assumption is no longer valid. We briefly outline
our methods below and discuss the results of radiation pressure as well as their implications for
modeling of the heliosphere.
2. Radiative Transfer Code
Lyman-alpha radiation is constantly being absorbed and emitted by every neutral H atom
throughout the heliosphere. The probability of absorption depends strongly on the properties of
the neutral H distribution. Therefore, observations of the emitted photons can reveal information
about the surrounding H distribution and subsequently imply several very important properties
about the local plasma distribution. This ultraviolet line has been and continues to be observed
by several space-based missions. Our particular interests are the deep-space missions that have
been able to measure the trend of Lyman-alpha intensity over an increasing heliocentric distance:
Voyager [32] and Pioneer [33].
In order to study Lyman-alpha radiation in the heliosphere, we developed a 3D Monte Carlo
radiative transfer code [31] to simulate the Lyman-alpha backscatter as would be seen by the
ultraviolet detectors on board these deep-space missions throughout the heliosphere. This code
utilizes a static neutral hydrogen distribution resulting from a 3D MHD-kinetic neutral model of
the heliosphere [20, 21]. Within this static code, the LISM is set with the following properties:
neutral H density of 0.15 atoms cm−3 , 0.05 protons cm−3 , 6527 K, and the incoming H flow
directed along the x-axis at 26.4 km s−1 . The solar wind is set in solar minimum conditions
according to the following parameters at 1 AU: a proton density of 7.0 cm−3 , velocity of 400 km
s−1 , and temperature of 100,000 K below a solar equatorial latitude of 35◦ and 2.6 cm−3 , 800
km s−1 , and 260,000 K, respectively, above. While the LISM parameters thus far are generally
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Figure 2. Three components of density for regions 0, 1, and 2 of the neutral hydrogen
distribution in the heliosphere. This background data is presented in the Ecliptic plane.
axisymmetric along the x-axis, there is an asymmetry in the magnetic field as its origin is shifted
60◦ above the Ecliptic plane from the upwind direction. The distribution of density for the first
three components of H can be seen in Figure 2. The model also yields the temperature and a
velocity vector for each neutral H component.
Our radiative transfer code simulates the absorption and emission of millions of photons
within this static neutral hydrogen distribution (without feedback), treating absorption and
emission as separate processes with a combination of frame rotations and conservation of
momentum. From each interaction we are able to determine the total momentum transferred to
the H atoms in the radial direction. The code follows one photon at a time, which is generated
only from the sun. Each photon is randomly assigned a direction and a frequency within a range
that corresponds to H Doppler shifts within ± 120 km s−1 . This range covers the H velocity
distributions for components 0, 1, and 2. The frequencies are also chosen to follow the selfreversed profile developed by Refs. [34, 35]. The same profile is used uniformly over the entire
surface so no polar variation is considered here. Each photon is then subject to absorption and
subsequent emission until eventual exit from the computational grid.
The absorption is considered as the probability that a single photon will be absorbed by one
of the three components of H-atoms within a particular grid cell, each of which are described
by a Maxwellian distribution, resulting in the absorption cross section [36]
√ 2
πqe f12
(ν 0 − νLα )2
exp
,
(1)
σ=
2
me c∆vD
∆vD
where f12 is the oscillator strength of the transition (0.4162 for the Lyman-alpha
line), qe is
p
the charge of an electron, νLα is the Lyman-alpha frequency, ∆vD = (νLα /c) 2kB T /mH is the
thermal Doppler width, and ν 0 = ν[1 − (~vH · ~vc )/(c2 )] is the Doppler-shifted frequency of the
photon in the frame of a H atom having the local bulk velocity of the component in question
(each component is calculated separately). The dot product in the calculation of the relative
frequency is complicated by the fact that the two vectors are not defined in the same reference
frame. The hydrogen vector is defined in Cartesian coordinates in the solar frame, and the
velocity of the photon is in its own frame that depends on its position within the solar frame.
This issue is solved with frame rotations using quaternions [37] and is described in detail in
Ref. [31]. The temperature here is treated homogeneously and is derived from the average
kinetic energy associated with random velocities of the hydrogen atoms.
The probability of absorption is then calculated as the complement of the probability of no
absorption, which is ultimately described as
4
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ps = 1 − exp[−s(ρ0 σ0 + ρ1 σ1 + ρ2 σ2 )] ,

(2)

where s is the distance traveled by the photon since its previous interaction or grid-cell boundary
crossing and ρ is the density of a particular component. This probability is then compared to
a uniformly-generated random variable, tr between 0 and 1. If tr < ps , the photon is absorbed.
Otherwise, it continues on its path to the boundary of the next grid cell.
Upon absorption, an emission angle is randomly generated from an approximate inverse
function [38] of a mixed-dipole phase function [39] in the frame of the H atom. While within the H
atom frame, an emission frequency is calculated based on the possibility of either radiative decay
or immediate emission, for an absorbed photon with energy greater or less than that of Lyman
alpha, respectively. With this information, we are able to calculate the radial contribution of
momentum that has been transferred to the hydrogen atom upon absorption as well as the
momentum lost to the photon upon emission.
To complete the interaction, we must consider the resulting change in momentum of the
H atom before calculating the frequency of the photon in the solar frame. The change in
momentum of the H atom is calculated in the photon velocity frame and added to the original
velocity, which is then multiplied by the new emission direction as a dot product to find the
relative velocity of the hydrogen atom in the new emission frame, thereby allowing for the
calculation of the frequency of the emitted photon in the solar frame. The emitted photon is
then subject to further absorption and subsequent emission (without limitation) until it exits
the computational grid. This process of photon generation, absorption, and emission is repeated
for millions of photons while the statistics of each interaction are stored in a 5-dimensional (5D)
array, including frequency, direction, and three dimensions of space for the entire computational
grid.
3. Direct Results
In order to convince the reader of the reliability of our radiation pressure results, we first compare
our simulations of photon backscatter to spacecraft observations. In Figures 3 and 4, we present
the direct results from the current work, which has been updated since our first results [40], and
compare to Voyager 1 and Pioneer 10 data that has been previously reduced by Doyle T. Hall
in his thesis in 1992 [41]. In these Figures, we show three values calculated directly from our
statistical collection (emission, collection, and total time spent) and one post-processed result.
The statistical values that we present here are rather straightforward. Upon each absorption,
the calculation described above is performed and results in an emitted photon. This emitted
photon is logged in the appropriate 5D bin, and a new calculation for the probability of
absorption must take place. If this photon is then determined to be absorbed within the distance
to the next grid cell, the photon is logged for absorption. Otherwise, the photon makes it to
the next grid cell, where the calculation is performed again. Whether the photon is absorbed or
not, the distance between the current and previous location is added to the running total in the
appropriate 5D bin. While this value is logged as distance, the constant value of the speed of
a photon allows a direction relationship to the time required to cross that distance. This total
value is treated as the probability of a photon being detected. All statistics are then divided by
volume to give their value per unit volume. While it is impossible to generate a realistic number
of photons within the program, it is the relative value distributed throughout the grid space
that we focus on here. As such, each of the statistical values, as well as the spacecraft data, are
normalized to 1.0 at approximately 15 AU.
At each point that a photon statistic is logged, its directional velocity is used to determine the
appropriate angular bin. In this particular run, there were three possible angular bins, defined
by the local polar angle with respect to the radial position vector. An angle of zero is defined
to be parallel to the radial vector (anti-solar), while 180◦ is antiparallel (solar). There are two
5
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cones that define the boundaries of these three angular bins such that each is of equal solid
angle. There is one anti-solar cone, one cone pointed in the solar direction, and one region for
all lateral angles in between. The values shown in Figures 3 and 4 are the results for the angular
bin that is directed towards the sun, resulting in backscatter emission, anti-solar collection, total
time spent traveling towards the sun, and the post-processed calculation, where the backscatter
emission is integrated along the anti-solar line of sight. These values generally follow a similar
slope, with the backscatter emission having more variability because it is more dependent on
the local parameters of the neutral H distribution.
In terms of our results for radiation pressure, it is more important that the Voyager 1 results
in Figure 4 are acknowledged to match extremely well. Since this data set only goes out to ∼40
AU, we can only say with certainty that the results match up to 40 AU, but this is sufficient to
establish our point. Our results for radiation pressure can be seen for the upwind and downwind
directions in Figures 5 and 6. We plot several values of a constant exponential power for each
plot to show how the trends compare to that of solar gravitation. We show linear fits to a
single group of points for Voyager 1 and several groups of points for Pioneer 10 along with the
standard error of the resulting values for each slope. We have not considered uncertainty in
either the neutral H data nor the resulting points themselves. The uncertainties in the resulting
values are plotted as gray triangles in Figures 5 and 6, which we consider to be very small
relative to the line fit and uncertainty calculations and would have no change in our conclusions.
For the upwind direction, the trend of radiation pressure over heliocentric distance between
4.55 and 73.6 AU follows a power of -1.8068±0.0054, which then slowly changes to a steeper
slope up to the heliopause, where it transitions rather quickly to a slope that is steeper than -3.00
throughout the hydrogen wall and the remainder of the computational grid at ∼1000 AU. The
trends in the downwind direction are -1.2126±0.0185 from 2.88 to 18.5 AU and -1.5256±0.0118
from 14.9 to 55.2 AU after which the slope transitions to a power of -2.2287±0.0186 from 88.5
up to nearly 200 AU, where it drops even further over a few tens of AU to -2.6444±0.0052 out
to the edge of the computational grid.

Normalized Count

4. Discussion
We have presented the results of our 3D Monte Carlo radiative transfer simulation of Lymanalpha in the heliosphere using a static background of a neutral hydrogen distribution described
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Figure 3. Direct results for Pioneer 10. Backscatter emission is the solid blue line; anti-solar
collection is the dash-dotted green line; total time spent is the dashed orange line; postprocessed integrated line-of-sight is the dotted purple line. The Pioneer 10 data is shown as
asterisks.
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Figure 4. Direct results for Voyager 2. Plotted with the same representation as Figure 3.

Normalized Radiation Pressure

by three separate components. Our method treats the absorption and subsequent emission of
Lyman-alpha photons by H atoms as separate processes. We have shown by comparison that
our results are able to reproduce spacecraft data rather well, providing support for the reliability
of our radiation pressure results.
We have come to two main conclusions with these results. One conclusion is that the radiation
pressure falls off, not as r−2 , but at a slower rate within most of region 3 with a variety of slopes
elsewhere. This rate is not very much slower in the upwind direction (-1.8068), but is significantly
slower in the downwind direction (-1.2126), which brings us to our second conclusion. The
radiation pressure is certainly not isotropic. We can see that the results are rather consistent
within 75 AU in the upwind direction, but surprisingly much more variable in the downwind
direction.
There may be several aspects of the heliosphere that influence the radiation pressure in the
manner that we see. We can certainly say that mutliple scattering is incredibly important
and provides a much longer lasting source of Lyman alpha radiation in the outer heliosphere
than that resuling from an optically thin solution. We also think that the increasing density of
neutral H in the upwind direction aids in the decrease in radiation pressure due to an increasing
probability of absorption and emission, but the parabolic shape of this increase that culminates
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Figure 5. Radiation pressure in the downwind direction. Results show the line fit between
4.55 and 73.6 AU as well as two reference slopes, where -2.00 corresponds to the slope for
solar gravitation and -1.5256 is one of the fits for the downwind direction.
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Normalized Radiation Pressure
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Figure 6. Radiation pressure in the upwind direction. Results show three line fits: one from
2.88 to 18.5 AU, one from 14.9 to 55.2 AU for a little overlap, and another from 88.5 to nearly
200 AU. The reference slope of -2.00 is also shown.
at the heliopause may act as a “focusing beam” that redirects the Lyman alpha toward the
downwind direction, providing a much more sustainable source of radiation pressure in the
inner heliosphere.
Since the initial heliospheric models describing neutral hydrogen in the 1970’s, radiation
pressure has been considered to fall off as r−2 and combined with solar gravitation as a single
parameter, generally in the literature as µ or the ratio of radiation pressure to gravitational
force from the sun. Variations of this parameter have been the source of much discussion for
heliospheric models, even to this day, along the lines of its variation with solar cycle activity.
No matter what value is used for µ, the effect always produces a relation that falls off as r−2 ,
which is not a realistic assumption. We consider the results presented here to be significant,
supporting the idea that the heliosphere is not optically thin to Lyman alpha.
There have been a number of radiative transfer studies conducted in the past [38, 41, 42, 43,
44] as well as continuations of those works. However, one or more issues have prevented each from
resulting in a match to multiple spacecraft data. One idea that has generally been incorporated
is the use of a single function [45] to describe the redistribution of a photon’s frequency from
absorption to emission by a H atom in the laboratory frame. It is our understanding that
this equation was developed for an elegant analytical result, but is not quite necessary for
computational calculations. We also treat photons kinetically as opposed to the other option
of treating the radiation as a fluid through iterative solutions. In that case, multiple scattering
is difficult to handle, especially when the scattering phase function is not isotropic. Another
difference between our results and others mention above is the background neutral H distribution.
While we have not tested our code on distributions from other groups, our global heliospheric
model has been quite successful in comparisons to several types of spacecraft observations. One
or more of these differences may be responsible for the agreement of our results with ultraviolet
data where other works have been unsuccessful.
5. Conclusions
Heliospheric models have assumed that radiation pressure exerted on neutral H falls off with
heliocentric distance at the same rate as that of solar gravitation since their first conception.
Through our Monte Carlo simulation of Lyman-alpha radiative transfer in the heliosphere, we
are able to statistically calculate the radially-directed momentum that is transferred to neutral
H during absorption and emission. We have shown the results for the upwind and downwind
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directions.
While our calculations have been made within a static heliospheric model under solar
minimum conditions, the simple result that the radiation pressure is not isotropic provides
enough of an argument to include a more detailed radiation pressure model in the treatment
of neutral hydrogen. However, we consider our comparison to spacecraft data to provide the
support necessary to conclude that radiation pressure generally falls off slower than r−2 except
wtihin the heliopause, where it can fall off more rapidly, and cannot be combined into a single
parameter with solar gravitation.
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